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Today, we’re excited to share the fiery poem This Valley of Death is Not My Country by the 

revolutionary Bengali poet Nabarun Bhattacharya translated by the award-winning Somrita Urni 

Ganguly. In this poem, through his audacious metaphors, fiery rhetoric, and studied images, 

Bhattacharya recreates the dream of a world without state-sponsored violence, a socially just 

world, one where there is freedom, equality, and dignity for all. We just know you’ll be inspired 

by it, so we’re happy to bring it to you. 

We’d love to hear what you think! Find us on Twitter @TranslateMonth, tag us using 

#NTM2019 and #TranslateMonth, join our mailing list, submit a translation month event,  

or like our Facebook page. And celebrate your favorite translations from all over the world this 

September and beyond. 

—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman 

http://twitter.com/translatemonth
https://www.facebook.com/nationaltranslationmonth


Translator’s Note 

This poem, taken from his widely read anthology, Ei Mrityu Upotyoka Amar Desh Noi (1972), 

powerfully, poignantly, presciently goes back to the Naxalbari uprising of Bengal. Naxalbari is a 

place in North Bengal, India, which came into the limelight in 1967 for an armed farmers’ 

uprising under the leadership of people like Charu Majumdar and Kanu Sanyal, against the then 

government of West Bengal. Through his audacious metaphors, fiery rhetoric, and studied 

images, Bhattacharya recreates the dream of a world sans state-sponsored violence, a socially 

just world, one where there is freedom, equality, and dignity for all. He refuses to accept a State 

that silences its citizens, and thus, this poem transcends its local, rooted reality and can be read 

today in the context of Syria, Iraq, Palestine, America, South Korea, India, and every other 

community of people fighting against the oppression of the ruling, neocolonial class. 

There are certain deliberate choices that I make in this translation. I try to push the accepted 

limits of English grammar, as is evident from the minimal use of punctuations and my conscious 

use of all lower-case letters, barring two instances: the only two words that stand out as 

exceptions are Death and Love, the two personified realities that are truer than anything else in 

the context of this poem. Bhattacharya’s language jerked his readers out of their comfort zone in 

the late-twentieth century, post-Independence India. Readers used to sanitised, polished, 

manicured literature regarded Bhattacharya’s voice as disruptive, experimental, fresh, new, avant 

garde. My attempt has been to recreate that similar aesthetic of discomfort for the contemporary 

readers of Nabarun Bhattacharya. With him, what he said was as important as how he said it.  

— Somrita Urni Ganguly, translator 

 

This Valley of Death is Not My Country 

By Nabarun Bhattacharya 

 

i abhor 

the father who is afraid to identify the body of his son 

i abhor 

the brother who is still behaving shamelessly normal 

i abhor 

the teachers intellectuals poets clerks who do not publicly seek 

to avenge these murders 

 

eight dead bodies lie 

s  t  r  e  t  c  h  e  d  o  u  t  

on the streets of conscience 

this is driving me insane 

eight pairs of undead eyes stare  

at me in my sleep 

i wake up screaming 

they call me at ungodly hours to the playfields 

at all hours all the time 

i will go mad 



i shall kill myself 

i will do exactly as i please 

 

this is the time to write your poems  

on walls, with stencils, in manifestos 

this is the time to create a collage of poems 

with your blood tears bones 

this is the time to hurl your poems 

as you look hard at the blinding headlights of the vans 

and face terrorism with a face torn with extreme pain 

this is the time to read poems 

denying the .38 specials and every other weapon  

that the murderers have 

 

let protests and poems echo 

in the cold stone rooms of the lock-ups 

shaking up the bright cold postmortem lamps 

in the staged courtrooms directed by the murderers 

in institutes of lies and false education 

within the state apparatus of fear and exploitation 

in the hearts of military and non-military agents 

 

like lorca let the poets of bengal be prepared 

to be murdered  

to be asphyxiated  

to become missing corpses 

to be stitched by the bullets of sten guns 

yet it is absolutely crucial  

that the poetry of the villages surrounds 

the poetry of the cities 

 

this valley of death is not my country 

this hangman’s carnivalesque theatre is not my country 

this infinite crematorium is not my country 

this bloodbathed slaughterhouse is not my country 

 

i shall snatch my country back again 

i shall embrace in my heart  

dewkissed grass evenings and autumn festivities again 

is my body alight with fireflies  

or with jhum fires are the mountains aflame? 

countless hearts harvests fairytales flowers women rivers 



i shall name after every martyr each constellation 

i shall call on the intoxicated winds  

and the lakes, bright-eyed like fish, under the sun glimmering 

Love - from which i have been exiled for eons now, ever since birth 

i shall call it too, keep it close to me on the day we celebrate the revolution 

 

i reject 

the daylong nightlong long interrogations under 1000w bulbs blistering the eyes 

i reject 

the needles forced under nails while we lie on slabs of ice 

i reject 

being hung upside down by the ankles until the noses bleed dry 

i reject 

the boots stamping my lips  

the scars made with burning pins all over my body 

i reject 

the sudden alcohol searing my blood after sharp whips  

have slashed open my back piece by piece 

i reject 

the beatings beat beat beatings until dead 

i reject 

the firing revolvers against the skull of my head 

 

poetry knows no chains 

poetry is fortified poetry is fearless poetry is free 

look, look hikmet neruda aragon eluard mayakovski 

we have not let your poetry stand defeated, look, see 

in fact the entire nation now is trying to script an epic 

all rhetoric is going to be composed in guerillaverse from today 

 

let percussions thunder 

let tribal villages become ravenous islands 

let blood incarnadine indigo fields 

in the poisonous mouth of the kingcobra, titas lies, an injured river 

poisonous, death-drenched and thirsty lies the sprig of aconite 

by the arrow the sun is blinded 

gandiva, the indestructible bow, has been incited 

piercing recurves violent blades 

spears spies javelins of conquest lances 

traps everywhere  

missiles axes 

tribal totems keep rhythm  

with the beats of the percussions 

guns daggers choppers and waves and waves of courage 



so much courage that there is nothing more to fear 

and there is more 

cranes spiked bulldozers convoys rallies 

functioning dynamos turbines lathes engines 

eyes that shine  

like hard diamonds in methane-dark coal-dark landslide-dark nights 

iron hammers most wonderous 

raised armed fists in skies covering docks jute-mills furnaces 

no, fear no more 

the pale face of fear is a stranger now 

for i know that Death is Love 

if they kill me 

i shall burn like flames in the millions of earthen lamps of bengal 

i cannot be destroyed 

i shall return as the green hope of the soil  

year after year after every year 

i cannot be destroyed 

i shall remain in sorrow in happiness i shall remain in funerals and new births 

as long as this land remains i will be 

so long as men may breathe or eyes can see 

so long i will be 

 

the death that in the cold of nights ascends like blazing bubbles 

bring me that day that war that death 

may the sea-faring dreamer check the progress of the seventh fleet 

let the bugles and conch shells declare the start of the war 

when the winds are drunk on the heady smell of blood 

let poetry ignite the explosive gunpowder soil of the earth 

paintings villages boats towns temples 

when the land from torai all the way to the limits of the sundarbans 

having cried all night long lies dry and inflammable 

when the soil of the motherland has become one with the mud of quagmires of death 

 

then why the hesitation 

the doubt 

the panic? 

those eight surround you 

in the dark of the eclipse they whis-whis-whisper to you 

who is standing guard where when 

in their voices you hear of the omnibus of tens of thousands of stars  

galaxies 

seas 

the legacy to drift from one planet to another, free -- 

         let the glowing torch of poetry 

            let the molotov cocktail of poetry 



               let the toluene and gasoline of poetry 

                  f 

                  a 

                  l 

                  l 

                  headlong  

                               and combust in the fire of this hope 
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